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ROUND  TAIL LIGHT LENS

LENS, LED .......................................  2203-LED  .............. $32.50 ea 

LENS, LED with license light ...........  2203-RW  ............... $38.50 ea

           **LED LIGHTS MAY NEED LED FLASHERS..pg. 49
NEW SMOKE COLOR, latest thing in tail lights, Smoke lens, 
glows bright red for brake and turn signal with 23 LED'S
LENS, LED, SMOKE ........................  2203-RSL  .............. 2203-RSL  $49.95 ea 
*sold only with license light but easy disconnect for use in solid light

LENS, GLASS ................................  2203-GLS  ............... $6.50 ea 
Glass is dark, consider high power bulbs or better yet, LEDs.

LENS, GLASS WITH BLUE DOT ....  2203-RD  ............... $17.00 ea 

BLUE DOTS, glass & chrome rings  2217-GL  ............... 2217-GL  $10.00 set 

BLUE DOT INSTALL TOOL ............  80109  .................... $17.50 ea 
Drills glass or plastic lens. We off er this on our rental program, 
buy it, return in usable condition within 60 days and get 12.50 
back. That way you get to use it for 60 days for 5.00

LENS GASKET (One gasket) .........  2203-GSK  ............... $2.95 ea 
  2 gaskets are used for each lens, one between the lens and body,  
 one between the lens and trim ring.
PAIR OF GASKETS, one light ..........  2203-GSK2  .............. $5.95 pr 

LICENSE LIGHT GASKET .............  2218-RG  ................. $2.00 ea 

LENS RETAINER
 Polished stainless ........................  2203-SR  .................. $6.00 ea 

RETAINER-LENS SCREWS, polished .  82209-4852 ............. $2.50 ea 
  set of 4 does both lights

RETAINER, LENS & GASKETS SET ..  92203  ...................  $19.95 set 

ROUND TAIL LIGHT BODY ONLY
With or without license light. Includes pigtail but no lens or bulb, 
order 6V or 12V bulb and choice of lens separately
Black, no license lens .......................  2204-B  .................. $24.00 ea 
Black, with license lens, shown ........  2204-BLT  .............. $25.00 ea 
Polished stainless, No license lens ..  2204-PS  ................ $28.00 ea 
Polished stainless, with license lens  2204-PLT  .............. $29.00 ea 

SEE NEXT PAGE FOR COMPLETE LIGHTS.

ROUND  TAIL LIGHT

PLASTIC ROUND TAIL LIGHT LENS  not original, used 
on 53-54, but nice lens and fi ts round light.

Plastic round lens ............ 2203  .................... $9.00 ea 

 With Ford Script ........... 2203-5354FD  .... $10.95 ea 

 With Blue Dot............... 2203-5354BD  .... $15.50 ea 

 With Script & Dot ......... 2203-5354DF  .... $24.50 ea 

Lens screws, polished .....82206-PS ........... $2.50 set 

ROUND  TAIL LIGHT

ROUND TAIL LIGHTS IN THIS BOOK ARE MADE IN USA.  
We carry all Imported same as competitors of course.  

If you need to match existing light, or prefer imports please ask.
*except lights with LED Lens


